HRD GEESE
1. TAKE PEN Take two sets of 5 into main geese arena. Scoring ends when all geese are in arena.
2. GATHER Gather the geese and go counterclockwise towards the pen. Level Ill must send from side; Level II may go halfway to sheep and Level I may go to
within 15 feet of sheep. Scoring ends once sheep cross the plane of the cone towards the pen.

3. FREE STANDING PEN Take the geese from the cone to the pen and pen the geese. All levels fetch. Scoring ends once sheep have exited the pen and the gate
is closed.
4. HOLD Hold geese for 10 seconds in the open pen located at east end of arena. Level I may stay with dog; Level II must be behind the dog; Level Ill stays at
free standing pen. Judging ends once the judge calls a hold. Judging ends once the hold is called by the judge.
5. PANEL 1 Take the geese from the hold pen and to the east of the north panel. All levels may go to the hold pen to assist in getting geese out. Level Ill handler
can go no further than the open hold pen. Level II handlers can go as far as the south plane of the handler's post. Level I may go anywhere but through
obstacles. Judging ends when the last goose has passed the plane of the panel.
6. PANEL 2 LEVEL Ill ONLY Level Ill handlers will take geese around the south panel towards the bridge. Level Ill handlers can go no further than the open hold
pen until the last geese passes the 2 panel. Judging ends when the last geese has passed the plane of the 2nd panel.

7. BRIDGE Take the geese from the hold pen to the bridge. All levels may fetch. Scoring ends once the last goose exits the bridge.
6. TRAILER Put the geese into the small arena and put them in the trailer. Judging ends once geese have exited the trailer.
8. SORT Take the geese from the small arena and return to the main arena to the repen. Level Ill must sort 3 geese in; Level II and I will sort two geese in.
Judging ends when the geese have been sorted.
9. REPEN Repen the remaining geese. Time stops and judging is over once the geese are in the setout area. (AFTERWARD, PLEASE SET IN TWO GROUPS OF 5.
This is not part of judging).
Time allowed: 15 minutes Level Ill; 12 minutes Level II and I.
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HRD SHEEP
1. SORT Go to designated pen of 10 and take out 5 sheep. Level Ill must take out the colored five sheep; Level II and Level I may take any 5. Take the 5 sheep to
Small Arena A and leave. Scoring ends when Handler closes the gate to the small arena.
2. TAKE PEN Return to setout area and take remaining 5 sheep into small arena Band leave there. Scoring ends when handler exits small Pen B.
3. CHUTE Return to Small arena A and run the 5 sheep through the chute. Once complete, take the 5 sheep and add them to the 5 sheep in Small arena B.
Scoring ends when sheep are altogether in Small arena B.
4. HOLD Hold sheep in the northwest corner of small Arena B. Level I may stay with dog; Level II must be behind dog; Level Ill must go to gate. Once hold is
complete, take sheep into large arena and leave. Call dog off to set up gather. Scoring ends once sheep are in large arena and the dog is called off.
5. GATHER Gather the sheep and go counterclockwise towards the pen. Level Ill must send from side; Level II may go halfway to sheep and Level I may go to
within 15 feet of sheep. Scoring ends once sheep cross the plane of the cone towards the pen.
6. PEN Take the sheep from the cone to the pen and pen the sheep. All levels fetch. Pen the sheep. Scoring ends once sheep have exited the pen and the gate is
closed.
7. Y CHUTE Take the sheep out of the pen and drive/fetch to the Y chute. Level Ill handlers must stay at pen. Level II can go half way and Level I can fetch but
cannot go through obstacle. Scoring ends once the sheep have either exited the Y chute or if missed, cross the plane of the Y chute if moving on.
8. T CHUTE LEVEL Ill ONLY Level Ill handlers will take the sheep to the T chute, with sheep entering the south and exiting the east. Level II and I handlers
proceed to repen. Scoring ends once the last sheep exits or if missed, once the sheep cross the plane of the north exit and handler is moving on.
9. REPEN Repen the sheep through the south gate and return sheep to original pen. Scoring ends and time stops once the pen is closed with the sheep in it.
Time allowed: 18 minutes Level Ill; 15 minutes Level II and I.
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